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In the fourth and final book of the Dragonslayer series, Mandulane's army is poised to attack

the Northlands in the name of a powerful god, but in truth Mandulane is using the act of

spreading this new faith as a way to disguise his own personal greed and hunger for

power.Astrid has succeeded in warning her beloved country of imminent danger, and the

Northlanders scramble to set up a clever defense, never realizing a spy in their midst is poised

to take critical information directly to Mandulane.AUTHOR'S NOTE: This series is written for

adults but appropriate for ages 14 and up.
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Larry C, “This is a superbly written and well thought out finale to the series!. The Dragon's Egg

was an incredibly entertaining read and I found Resa Nelson back on track as a dynamic, down

to earth writer in this book. Cover to cover, I could hardly set this down to do the things I had to

do in my real life world - so appealing to me was the place Nelson took me. Characters great -

check, Settings wonderful - check, story line tight and well written - check,, fitting conclusion -

CHECK! Throughout this volume there are twists and turns and even some surprises while

Nelson takes us and teaches us some of the values of life. If you've read the others, don't

hesitate to get this book.  It's worth it!”

Christy Courtney, “The story should have gone on longer.. This was my favorite of the series. It

had its intensive as well as comic release. It was so wonderful so see Astrid finally find love. I

really wish that this story followed Trep for a while longer.”

Abigail S, “Awesome. I adore all of resa Nelson books, they are just amazing. The story is so

unique and captivating and keeps you on your toes.”

Just for Fun, “Sentimental nonsense, I know,. But, I happen to like sentimental nonsense.

Especially when written by Resa Nelson. She spins a great yarn. More, please.”

JudyP, “Loved the series!. Resa is a local author and i loved the series. I hope to see more of

her work.  If you like fantasy and swords this is the series for you.”

William Curlew, “I found the series worth the time, enjoyed the plot change-ups. Interesting

read, lots of plot twists.”

David C Taylor, “Excellent Series Finale. This fourth installment of in the Dargonslayer series is



without a doubt the best and well worth the wait. All the unanswered questions get answered

as well as a number of surprising revelations that I hadn’t even anticipated. The action in this

book is nonstop and in most places it gets intense. Interestingly enough we get introduced to

new areas as well as some people never previously mentioned who make integral additions to

the story. I really wish there was a fifth book, or maybe a series that would follow a few of the

new characte4rs just to see how their lives progress, not to mention I wouldn’t have to suffer

separation anxiety as I bid this story line a fond farewell. Once again Resa gives the narration

her all and makes it a very compelling story.”

Ron Royal, “Wonderful. The entire journey brought to life so vividly by the author and the

excitement in the realization like little Margeret life has barely began in the first quarter. On to

the Dragonfly  : )”

The book by Resa Nelson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 33 people have provided feedback.
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